Performance of single axis tracker technology and automatic battery monitoring in solar hybrid systems
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ABSTRACT

Utilization of elevation angles and azimuth angles is a very important part in maximizing solar energy into electrical energy in photovoltaic (PV). One way to maximize PV power output is to design a single axis tracker system and take into account the azimuth and elevation angles of the sun using the sun position calculator application. The single axis tracker system is set based on the position of the angle of inclination of the surface of the PV 45°, then the angle of 90° and the angle of inclination of 135°. The test results show that the single axis tracker PV system design can work based on the angle settings that have been programmed. Then the use of a battery control system to support the PV reliability system automatically cuts off electricity when the battery voltage drops below 12 V during cloudy weather conditions and excessive battery usage. The integration of the PZEM-017 module with the battery will support monitoring of battery power usage in real time. PV energy data conversion performance uses single axis tracker technology for maximum power reaching 631.72 Watt DC at 12.00 pm and the lowest power reaching 56.02 Watt DC at 6.00 pm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of optimizing renewable energy has a significant impact on the energy conversion that will be produced. Therefore, the use of renewable energy must be managed appropriately so that it can reduce dependence on conventional energy to reduce costs or become a backup in the operation of current electricity usage [1], [2]. One of the most supportive renewable energy technologies in the territory of Indonesia is photovoltaic (PV) technology [3]–[5]. This is supported by the territory of Indonesia which is a tropical area with a high level of solar intensity and has an excess of solar energy [6], [7]. The working principle of PV is simple, namely that it has the main role as a converter of solar energy into electrical energy [8], [9]. Medan city is a city that has sunlight intensity and is quite potential if solar panels are installed. However, there are still many erratic weather changes in the Medan city area. This greatly affects the output of PV to convert solar energy to the maximum [10]. The output voltage and current from the resulting PV will always be directly proportional to the weather fluctuations received by the solar panels [11]–[13]. In addition, energy conversion from PV reliability is based on temperature differences on solar panels, the influence of cloud conditions, wind direction speed, and the influence of the shadow effect on solar panels [14], [15]. Erratic weather fluctuations will have a direct impact on the conversion of electrical energy produced by PV, moreover using a battery as a backup will of course greatly affect charging time [16], [17].
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The design of a single axis PV tracker system (single axis PV) and an automatic controller system for battery charging will be more useful so that the application of renewable energy such as PV can be an alternative in converting solar energy \[18\]–\[20\]. In order to be more optimal and support the reliability of the battery system to be more durable, it is done by controlling the voltage drop \[21\]–\[23\]. Then several methods for optimizing solar cell testing using a single axis tracking system are still not optimal due to the large amount of motor energy used \[24\]–\[26\]. PV optimization in flat panel positions is still not optimal because the angle of arrival of the sun is not directly proportional to the position of the solar panels. Therefore, the system is designed to be a more effective single axis solar tracker so that it can absorb sunlight optimally and reduce propulsion energy consumption. Previous research still has some shortcomings, especially in the use of single axis PV solar tracker technology that is used is still not optimal because it still uses an active motor control system. The design of the PV tracker system used has a more efficient difference, namely the single axis tracker technology system on PV is designed with 3 different panel surface positions which will reduce the torque consumption of the actuator motor used. Another supporting technology is the design of automatic battery controller monitoring so that it can monitor battery usage so that it lasts longer. Determination of the sun's elevation angle is reviewed using the sun calculator application and based on the azimuth angle to influence the position of the panel to be installed. PV output monitoring is carried out directly from 7.00 am to 6.00 pm. The data will be processed in graphical form using a personal computer. To facilitate further analysis, real data collection was carried out. PV conversion results are very useful for building small-scale or large-scale PV by considering the placement of PV based on the elevation angle and azimuth angle of the sun with the aim of maximizing output voltage, current and power. Therefore, the energy conversion output performance is carried out using single axis tracker technology and automatic battery controller monitoring on a hybrid PV system connected to the grid network. The lack of discussion of the problem of single axis tracker technology and monitoring of automatic battery controllers on PV and the potential location of the North Sumatra region makes this research very appropriate, especially in the city of Medan.

2. METHOD

Data retrieval of single axis tracker technology output of the PV-grid hybrid system in the city of Medan with the position of this station at coordinates (3°34′45″N 98°45′23″E) 2.51 km. Materials in data collection there are several main components that are used to support the research results obtained. The equipment includes 3 polycrystalline type solar modules 410, 120, and 120 Wp. PZEM-017 supporting components for battery monitoring, inverter, actuator, lux meter, watt meter, solar charging controller, delay timer relay module, battery charge controller module, digital led voltmeter ammeter active power factor, battery, and personal computer. The technology system that will be used is divided into two parts, the first is in the morning when PV integrated with the battery becomes the main source as well as charging the battery from the PV source. Then the battery is automatically disconnected when the battery capacity drops in voltage and also uses an excess load from the battery capacity. Then at night automatic transfer switch (ATS) automatically switches the energy source from PV to grid, if the battery cannot serve as a backup capacity for household power needs at night (during rainy conditions or when experiencing a power outage). While the data collection technique used is an observation technique, which is a technique of direct observation that occurs in the field. To get the amount of electrical energy that can be generated by PV, it is calculated using (1):

\[
\sum \text{Wh} = \sum (Pt) \quad (1)
\]

Data collection was carried out from 7.00 am to 6.00 pm with 3 different panel surface positions using a single axis tracker. Determination of solar elevation is reviewed using the sun calculator application and based on the azimuth angle. The optimization of the Tracker system can be calculated, namely between the angle \(\alpha\) from the zenith to the north or south and then the angle \(\beta\) from the zenith to the west or east based on (2) and (3):

\[
\alpha_t = \alpha_{sr} + \frac{\gamma - \gamma_{sr}}{\gamma_{sr}} (\alpha_{ss} + \alpha_{sr}) \quad (2)
\]

\[
\beta_v = \beta_{sr} - \frac{\gamma - \gamma_{sr}}{\gamma_{sr}} \beta_{sr} \quad (3)
\]

The use of battery control aims to maintain a longer battery life, the tool used is the XH-M063 automatic battery control module. This module is set to control the battery automatically. The settings for the module used are based on battery specifications where when the battery reaches below 12 V, the module will
automatically disconnect automatically. To get the battery energy capacity (BEC) (kWh) can be calculated based on (4):

\[
\frac{d \text{(BEC)}}{dt} = (p_p - p_e) \cdot \eta - E_{loss}
\] (4)

Before carrying out data collection, a research diagram was designed with the aim of installing tools and also to facilitate the flow of conducting research. Starting from the background of the problem where PV is a power plant that utilizes solar energy as the main energy source. Sunlight is absorbed by solar panels, and the electricity generated by solar panels remains DC. DC then flows to the solar charge controller (SCC). This design uses a hybrid system, namely when the load is unable to receive power from the PV, grid automatically becomes the main source and vice versa. PV installations are installed in parallel based on pulse width modulation (PWM) capacity and also use the ATS system as a two-source work controller. The ATS panel itself can be equipped with a contactor to switch power automatically. The sun tracking position uses 3 positions (2 oblique positions and 1 flat position) in uncertain weather fluctuations. This research is expected to provide information and solutions so that PV using single axis tracker technology can be used en masse in the future. Data processing is done by utilizing a computer using data analysis. The PV singel axis tracker and grid measurement system blocks are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Single axis tracker and grid PV system block](image)

The results of measurement of single axis tracker technology data on PV which will be obtained and further analyzed are DC voltage, DC current, and DC power with household loads at 7.00 am-6.00 pm. Then at night a digital energy meter is used to obtain AC voltage, AC current, and AC power data. Incoming data variables are processed using a PC and can be evaluated further.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data retrieval of hybrid system integration PV single axis tracker, battery and sources from the grid aims to monitor conversion and system reliability resulting in more optimal output of the hybrid system. The panel used has a capacity of 650 Wp with a polycrystalline type that is arranged in parallel. In the tracker system the use of PV is carried out using 3 different panel surface positions, then to make it more optimal it is supported by calculating the azimuth angle and elevation angle. The first thing to do is to look at the position of the north sun using the compass application, then use the sun position calculator application to get the azimuth angle. After the sun position calculator application is opened, then input the coordinates of the city of Medan, namely longitude and latitude. The sun position calculator application will be able to determine the azimuth angle and the position of the sun. The condition of the sun’s position at 7.00 am can be shown in Figure 2.
The position of the sun can be seen after the data is inputted, which is like Figure 2, an azimuth angle of 77.5 is obtained, then you can then draw an arc of 0° from north to east so that the position of the sun rising from the east can be seen for data retrieval and the initial position of the PV tracker system. The tracker system is taken using the 3 angle position method by controlling a linear actuator with a delay timer relay module. The angle formed to optimize the PV layout is at an angle of 45° (angle interval obtained using the application 25° to 49° from the east), angle 90° (angle interval obtained using the application 50° to 77°), angle 135° (angle interval obtained using an angle of 25° to 50° from the west). Based on data collection, data collection is carried out using samples that fluctuate in the weather. Prior to data collection, a wattmeter with a multimeter was calibrated. The following test results show that the DC voltage wattmeter has an average error of 1.04%, while the DC current has an average error of 1.50%. The measurement results of the DC voltage wattmeter calibration results and the DC current wattmeter calibration results can be shown in Table 1.

All components used to be connected to each other and work as expected. The data collection process will produce data obtained in the form of voltage (V), current (I), power (W). Data collection in 1 day was carried out from 7.00 am when the condition of the angle of inclination of PV was 45°, then the angle of 90° at 11.00 am and the angle of inclination of 135° the panel position was at 3.00 am. After the integration of the single axis tracker PV system and battery, data collection was carried out from 7.00 am to 6.00 pm. The ATS system that has been set will move to the grid network for use at night. The use of linear actuators in driving the PV is determined based on the length of the actuator produced. The actuator will produce a length of 6 cm and make an angle of 45°, then the length of the actuator 26 cm will produce an angle of 90° and the length of the actuator 49 cm will produce 135°. Actuator length can be shown in Table 2.

### Table 1. Results of wattmeter calibration for DC voltage and DC current with a multimeter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Multimeter measuring instruments (V)</th>
<th>Wattmeter (DC voltage) (V)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
<th>Multimeter measuring instruments (DC current) (A)</th>
<th>Wattmeter (DC current) (A)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Linear actuator length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Actuator length (cm)</th>
<th>Generated angle (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1. DC source single axis tracker technology data retrieval

Data taken using single axis tracker technology includes time, DC voltage, DC current, and DC power. For more details, see the single axis tracker voltage data graph shown in Figure 3. Based on the DC voltage chart according to Figure 3, where the weather conditions fluctuate in DC voltage. In historical data
obtained during sunny conditions, it was observed that the peak DC voltage reached 45.4 V with an angle of 90° or a flat panel position. During the monitoring time the output voltage on the PV shows irregularities. Then data collection is also carried out, namely the PV current output using the same measuring instrument using a digital wattmeter. The results of monitoring the graphic output on PV using single axis tracker technology are shown in Figure 4.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 3. Monitoring output currents in fluctuating weather with single axis tracker technology**

**Figure 4. Monitoring flow data in fluctuating weather with single axis tracker technology**

Based on Figure 4, the graph shows that around 12.00 pm is the peak DC current, which reaches 14.39 A and the current rating activity continues to decrease because the sun shifts westward until 6.00 pm until data collection is complete. Then the PV power output data is collected using a digital wattmeter measuring instrument. The measurement results of the power data graphic output on the single axis tracker system are shown in Figure 5.

DC power data generated reached 631.72 Watt at 12.00 pm with data collection time intervals from 7.00 am to 6.00 pm. The power consumption obtained when the weather is sunny or at 12.00 pm is very good because the cloud conditions do not prevent the sun from shining on the panel position in the city of Medan. The results of optimizing energy conversion using single axis tracker technology have almost reached the maximum based on PV specifications and previous relevant research [14].

![Image](image2.png)

**Figure 5. Monitoring DC power output in fluctuating weather with single axis tracker technology**

### 3.2. Measurement data from grid source

Electrical power measurement uses an energy meter which aims to see the consumption of electrical energy consumption on a household scale. Data collection was carried out at night because at 7.00 am in the...
morning to 6.00 pm using a PV source as the main supplier. The ATS system will replace the electricity supply source from the grid, namely 6.59 pm to 7.00 am in the morning. The monitoring results of the AC source voltage graph can be shown in Figure 6.

The output data for household electrical load data shows that the average AC voltage is in the stable rating range between 221 to 237 V. The data collection activity begins at 7.00 pm and ends at 7.00 am and is automatically replaced by a PV source using the system ATS. The results of the measurement of the AC current graph can be shown in Figure 6. The graphic display of the AC current in Figure 6(a) experiences irregular fluctuations due to different load usage due to the activity of using electrical energy consumption. The peak output AC current based on Figure 6(b) reaches 2.76 A at 10.00 pm. The measurement results based on the AC power chart can be shown in Figure 6(c). In Figure 6(c) graph, AC power is analyzed starting at 8.00 pm the power fluctuates irregularly, for the highest power using an energy meter the highest AC power reaches 615.62 Watt at 10.00 pm. Data collection activities were carried out at 6.00 pm and ended at around 7.00 am.

![Graphs](image)

**Figure 6.** The results of the measurement of the AC current graph at household electrical loads (a) graph of AC output voltage, (b) graph of AC current output, and (c) graph of AC power output

3.3. **Automatic battery control and battery monitoring**

Battery control aims to maintain a longer battery life, the tool used is an automatic battery control module. This module is set to control the battery automatically. The settings for the module are used based on the battery specifications where when the battery is below 12 V the module will automatically disconnect automatically. The battery is monitored using the PZEM-017 module so that the battery can be analyzed in
real time. The way to use the module is where the PZEM-017 module port was previously connected to the Rshunt 50 A to prevent a short voltage on the battery load, after connecting the PZEM-017 to the actuator load Rshunt, the lights and battery will also be connected to the Rshunt for testing the control system. On the PZEM-017 port, integration with a PC requires RS485 communication support to obtain current, voltage and power values. Voltage, current, and power monitoring data can be shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7 you can see the output of the battery display from the PZEM-017 module. Test results from the battery control system monitored using the PZEM-017 which has been integrated on the PC obtained battery monitoring results that have the same value based on measurements using a multimeter.

![Figure 7. Display of battery power monitoring on personal computer](image)

4. CONCLUSION
The design of the optimization system using single axis tracker technology in optimizing the conversion of energy produced by PV based on the azimuth angle and elevation angle of the sun operates well. The single axis tracker system is set based on the position of the angle of inclination of the surface of the PV 45°, then the angle of 90° and the angle of inclination of 135°. The test results show that the design of the PV single axis tracker system can work based on the angle settings that have been programmed and also based on the sun's elevation angle. Then the use of a battery control system to support the PV reliability system automatically cuts off the current when the battery voltage drops below 12 V during cloudy weather conditions and excess battery usage. When the battery voltage drops below 12 V, the energy supply to the battery will automatically be cut off and monitoring the output of battery usage using the PZEM-017 module can be displayed on the personal computer in real time. The results of measuring data on PV output in converting maximum energy obtained from DC power data produced reached 631.72 Watts at 12.00 pm and the lowest power reached 56.02 Watts at 6.00 pm.
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